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Abstract

Results for demand estimation

Since the Airline Deregulation Act in 1978, the airline industry drastically transitioned
from the most condensed and regulated industry to one of the most competitive one.
From 1990 to 2018, annual passenger enplanement doubled to almost 900 million
customers while average inflation-adjusted fare halved to $350. Airline industry's profit
margin is among the lowest at 8.2% in 2018, only slightly more than half of that of U.S.
average (15.2%). How would such competition affect airline's behavior, market
structure, and ultimately, the future of aviation? This paper explores the effects of airline
industry competition on the firms' costs and operations behavior. Specifically, the
effects of competition on airline's safety expense, product-differentiation expense, route
choices and fleets.

We can see the trend for the own-price elasticity for industry average and also select
carriers in the US in the period from the first quarter of 1993 to the end of 2018. The
figures suggest an increasingly elastic market for the industry: the absolute value of
own-price elasticity is significantly higher than 1993 for every one of the graphs. The
whole market uniformly face with an increasingly competitive market. This variations in
average industry elasticity is used in the next section to examine the effects of such
increased competition on the cost behavior of airlines.

Introduction
This article begins by deriving an estimate for the degree of competition, employing the
discrete choice techniques with differentiated product to estimate the demand for air
travel in the U.S. domestic markets. A measure for competition in the industry is
formulated for each airline during the period. This competition index is then used to
evaluate the effect of competition on the multiple costs and characteristics of airlines,
using the instrumented difference in differences method. My result shows that, the
expense for safety does not change significantly, but the expenses for product
differentiation decreases as the markets become more competitive. Airlines fly longer
routes on average, and air fleets gravitates towards homogeneously narrow-body, longdistance airplanes as airlines face more competition.

The heterogeneity captured through income, age and gender. From the results,
wealthier passengers care less about prices and more about product characteristics,
especially about whether the flight is nonstop. This is intuitive since we expect higher
income individuals to have higher opportunity costs of time. Higher income and older
individuals also care more about comfort (whether the airline is budget). Females have
strong distaste towards both higher prices and discomfort.

Figure 3 Own-price elasticity result: it’s becoming more
competitive.
Figure 1. Airfare trend 1979-2011

Figure 2. Budget airline fleet homogeneity and usage, example.

Figure 4 Demand estimation results with costumer heterogeneity

Empirical estimation

Data

In a fiercely competitive market, it is expected that the markup for each airline is
minimal , and the market is so elastic that raising price is not an option. This would
expectedly push the firm to reduce its marginal cost to maintain a competitive edge with
its industry rivals. But which costs to cut is the question. In this section, I explore the
effects of competition on safety expenses and product-differentiating expenses. An
estimation procedure of DDIV (instrumented difference in differences is employed to
address endogeneity (reverse causality) between costs and competition.

1. For demand estimation: Data Bank 1B (DB1B) from 1993Q1 to 2018Q4: 10% of US
domestic itineraries
Variables: itinerary, airlines, fare ticket, distance, nonstop status,
2. Financial information: form 41 Schedule P1-2, P-7,B4-3
Variables: airlines’ expenses, fleet details

Demand estimation
The demand estimation model in this paper is mainly following Berry-Lehvinson-Pakes
(1995) and Nevo (2001). The reason for this model choice is to address the
endogeneity in pricing behavior, as well as to generate a realistic substitution pattern
between carriers within each year-quarter.
The utility is written as:

The results in both OLS and DDIV shows that with more competition, airlines fly
maintains same maintenance expense per aircraft, decreases product-differentiation
expenses, operate longer nonstop routes and employ more homogeneous fleets. Cost
saving is decreased for consumer experience but not safety. The gravitation towards a
homogeneous fleet of planes is justfied, since airlines would only have to train one type
of pilot and hire one type of engineer to perform maintenance on their fleets, exploiting
economies of scale.

With an estimation of the following logistic function

Specifically, I estimate the following GMM optimization:
Figure 5. Empirical results.

Figure 5 the effects of competition on different costs and operational behavior

Conclusions
In the end, what I aim at is to estimate the own-price elasticity using the formula:

In this paper, I estimated the effects of competition on cost behavior and market structure of the airline
industry. The estimation is broken into two steps: step one estimates the demand elasticities for the
airlines, while step two takes the elasticity derived from step one to evaluate the effect of more
competition on costs behavior of the firm and the market structure. Step one shows that the market is
increasingly competitive. Step two shows that this competition doesn’t significantly affect safety
expenses, but it does decrease expense for consumer experience, aka product differentiation
expense.
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